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Have your learner research the International Land and Sand yachting 
Federation website: https://www.fisly.org

What do you notice about their designs? 

The fastest sail car recorded in the world is the Greenbird, which reached 
speeds of 126mph. Here is a YouTube video to show the sail car in action: 

Aerodynamics describes how air moves around objects.  Drag is a force 
that tries to slow moving objects down.  To optimize speed of a moving 
object such as a sail car, we need to reduce the amount of drag.  The 
object’s shape has the biggest impact on its drag.

How can you tweak the cockpit design to give the sail car less drag? 

Now that you have tested your original sail design, challenge yourself with 
a new sail design to see if it moves your sail car faster. 

Make a video of your sail car design process. Film your sail car with 
the two different sail designs and see how far each design went. 
Share with your friends and family. 

There are several materials you can use for the sail. Below are 
some options to experiment on your sail car. 

Here is an example of a sail car video produced by a 5th grade student in 
San Diego on our YouTube channel:

prompt ideaCori design process

A streamlined shape would reduce the drag and optimize speed 
performance. 

• Aluminum Foil
• Fabric
• Construction Paper
• Saran Wrap

Cube Sphere Half-sphere Streamlined

Less dragMore drag



Coach’s Corner

As parents, the most valuable gift we can give our
children is our time. However, life can get busy, and
parents are often squeezed for time to engage in play.

Would you like to optimize the impact of the time you
spend with your child and enhance the Cori learning
experience. Then, Coach’s Corner is your resource!

These 5-min mentor check-ins are ready-to-go prompts.
They offer ideas and solutions to help make the learning
experience even more rewarding! Find the matching
clipboard icon on the kit instructions trifold to know when
to activate the Coach’s Corner card.

"Each person holds so much power within themselves that 
needs to be let out. Sometimes they just need a little nudge, a 
little direction, a little support, a little coaching, and the greatest 

things can happen." - Pete Carroll

The Cori Design Process provides our learners the experience of
what engineers, architects, scientists, and makers do everyday.
We thrive on structuring design challenges and projects that
intentionally nurture skills (i.e. critical thinking) needed now and
well into the future.

And it all begins with what drives your INTEREST for a particular
project. The best indicator of interest is the energy and effort
put into something, and as facilitators of learning, we need to
focus on creating challenges and projects that motivate and
energize students to create.

Then, we let them loose with the IDEATION phase, where learners
are at their most creative and collaborative, with the goal to
identify a design.

From there, the real hands-on learning begins when transitioning
from ideation to ITERATION. The iterative design methodology
focuses on implementing, testing, inspecting, and improving your
Cori project design.

We stress the importance of grit as the iterative process requires
persistence to power through multiple failures. In our world,
failure offers an opportunity to learn.

Lastly, we strongly believe in enhancing communication skills by
sharing your creations. In this phase, unleashing creativity and
sharing your passion will INSPIRE others.

“One idea lights a thousand candles” - Emerson

Fun Facts to Share - The sail carriage traces back to Ancient
China during the reign of Emperor Yuan of Liang (around 550
BC). These carriages had a standard mast with sail that used
the power of wind to transport up to 30 people. In Europe, sail
cars were called Land Yachts, and in America during the 19th
century, they called them
wind wagons. In modern
times, the sail carriage
has turned into sport
competition by using
the wind to power
sail cars on sand called
sand yachting.

For more resources make sure you check out the Cori website
and our YouTube channel.

www.coricreate.com

“At the end, kids won’t remember that fancy toy or game you 
bought for them, they will remember the time you spent with 

them.” - Heath


